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Across

2. the process of observing and imitating a 

specific behavior

3. a mental grouping of similar objects, 

events, ideas, or people

7. the loss of memory

12. the retention of encoded information 

over time

13. two lima bean-sized neural clusters in 

the limbic system; linked to emotion

15. a condition of intellectual disability and 

associated physical disorders caused by an 

extra copy of chromosome 21

16. a set of expectations (norms) about a 

social position, defining how those in the 

position ought to behave

17. the processing of information into the 

memory system

18. a tone's highness or lowness; depends 

on frequency

20. the conscious repetition of information, 

either to maintain it in consciousness or to 

encode it for storage

21. a complex behavior that is rigidly 

patterned throughout a species and is 

unlearned

22. the way an issue is posed; can affect 

decisions and judgements

23. the oldest part and central core of the 

brain, beginning where the spinal cord swells 

as it enters the skull; is responsible for 

automatic survival functions.

24. unjustifiable negative behavior toward 

a group and its members

25. drugs used to control anxiety and 

agitation

Down

1. recurring problems in falling or staying 

asleep

4. the study of paranormal phenomena, 

including ESP and psychokinesis

5. a random error in gene replication that 

leads to a change.

6. the "little brain" at the rear of the 

brainstem; functions include processing 

sensory input and coordinating movement 

output and balance.

8. false sensory experiences, such as 

seeing something in the absence of an 

external visual stimulus

9. a perceived incompatibility of actions, 

goals, or ideas

10. in operant conditioning, any event that 

strengthens the behavior it follows

11. a nerve cell; the basic building block of 

the nervous system.

14. the ability to produce novel and 

valuable ideas

19. interpreting our new experiences in 

terms of our existing schemas


